Abstract-Objective: Key issues in the epilepsy seizure prediction research are (1) the reproducibility of results (2) the inability to compare multiple approaches directly. To overcome these problems, the seizure prediction challenge was organized on Kaggle.com. It aimed at establishing benchmarks on a dataset with predefined train, validation, and test sets. Our main objective is to analyze the competition format, and to propose improvements, which would facilitate a better comparison of algorithms. The second objective is to present a novel deep learning approach to seizure prediction and compare it to other commonly used methods using patient centered metrics. Methods: We used the competition's datasets to illustrate the effects of data contamination. Having better data partitions, we compared three types of models in terms of different objectives. Results: We found that correct selection of test samples is crucial when evaluating the performance of seizure forecasting models. Moreover, we showed that models, which achieve state-of-the-art performance with respect to commonly used AUC, sensitivity, and specificity metrics, may not yet be suitable for practical usage because of low precision scores. Conclusion: Correlation between validation and test datasets used in the competition limited its scientific value. Significance: Our findings provide guidelines which allow for a more objective evaluation of seizure prediction models.
Towards Improved Design and Evaluation of Epileptic Seizure Predictors I. INTRODUCTION

E
PILEPSY is one of the most common neurological disorders, as it affects nearly 1% of the world population. It is characterized by the occurrence of spontaneous seizures. In about 30% of cases, medication is not effective in preventing the seizures [1] . The remaining 70% have to take anti- I. Korshunova is with the Ghent University, Ghent 9052, Belgium (e-mail: iryna.korshunova@ugent.be).
P. epileptic drugs daily over a period of years to control the seizure frequency. Unwanted side effects of the medication as well as seizure-related injuries and anxiety due to an expectation of seizures, significantly lowers quality of life for the patients [2] . Seizure forecasting systems aim to improve the wellbeing of patients with epilepsy. A system capable of predicting periods with increased risk of a seizure would allow them to avoid potentially dangerous activities at such times. In addition, they could take medication only when needed, significantly reducing the amount of administered drugs and their concomitant side effects. These systems need highly reliable algorithms to detect periods of increased probability of an oncoming seizure. Seizure prediction can be formulated as a binary classification problem between preictal and non-preictal classes. The preictal state is the period preceding a seizure onset. Across previous studies, its duration varies from a couple of minutes to several hours [3] . A non-preictal class can denote one of three states: interictal (normal), ictal (seizure) and postictal (after seizure) [4] . The main challenge of seizure prediction is to classify between preictal and interictal states.
For a long time, the mere possibility of predicting epileptic seizures was controversial. This was mainly due to statistical flaws [3] , caused by the use of short and selected EEG recordings, which made a proper evaluation close to real clinical conditions impossible. The need for subject-specific models is the major reason for working with recordings of a very limited duration: long-term EEG monitoring can often be inconvenient for patients, expensive and time consuming to label.
Recently, several datasets of long-term intracranial EEG (iEEG) recordings from canine subjects have become available and found their usage in a few studies [5] , [6] . The reason behind exploiting canine data is that epilepsy in dogs and humans is proven to be highly similar [7] and it is easier to obtain relatively long iEEG recordings from canines.
A new dataset containing over 26,000 hours of iEEG from eight dogs is publicly available on the International Epilepsy EEG portal. 1 A subset of this dataset extended with recordings from two human patients, was used in the American Epilepsy Society Seizure Prediction Challenge organized in August, 2014 on Kaggle.com. 2 Brinkmann et al. [8] describes in detail the setup of the contest, the dataset and a high-level overview of the top 10 algorithms, including our solution. See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
This contest was supposed to be an important step towards a reproducible seizure prediction research. It aimed at establishing a dataset with predefined train, validation, and test sets so that different algorithms can be directly compared. Ideally, this would bring significant advances to the field, similarly to what contests like ILSVRC [9] and COCO [10] are doing for computer vision. Unfortunately, the results of the Seizure Prediction Challenge cannot be used as a benchmark for future studies and in this paper we analyze why this is the case.
Despite some design flaws in the Seizure Prediction Challenge, its results are still valuable. The contestants used a variety of machine learning models applied to a wide range of features from the time and frequency domains. The general approach, however, was much the same as in many previous studies, confirming that spectral power in discrete frequency bands is a valuable feature for seizure forecasting [5] , [6] , [11] . Moreover, SVM [12] was the most commonly used algorithm, which follows the trends in the seizure prediction research community [13] . While the competition was limited to using one measure to evaluate the models, in this work we carry out a more in-depth analysis to gain insights into the real-world performance of the proposed algorithms.
Finally, we describe our ninth place solution to the Seizure Prediction Challenge, which is based on convolutional neural networks(CNNs) [14] . While our model was an ensemble of multiple CNNs, here we describe a single refined network, which has comparable competition scores and also suits better for classification of long EEG segments. We show that the CNN-based approach is promising since its predictions are different from those generated by commonly used techniques such as SVM and linear discriminant analysis. Comparison of these three methods showed that no approach is able to outperform others on all the subjects and selected clinically relevant evaluation metrics. Achieving the highest score in the competition with any of the models was not the goal of this paper since doing so would require us to utilize strategies not applicable in practice. For example, top finishing contestants used a noncausal rescaling of predictions, i.e., information from the future was used to correct predictions from the past [8] , [15] . This greatly altered the scores on the competition leaderboard and therefore we believe that it is more important to follow correct methodology rather than chasing the leaderboard numbers.
II. METHODS
A. Data
In this work we used the dataset provided for the Seizure Prediction Challenge. It consists of iEEG recordings from five dogs with naturally occurring epilepsy and two humans undergoing presurgical wide bandwidth iEEG monitoring for drug-resistant epilepsy. iEEG recordings were collected using a NeuroVista seizure advisory system [16] . For the canine subjects, sixteen subdural electrodes were implanted; the signal was sampled at 400 Hz. The electrodes were placed on two bilateral pairs of 4-contact strips with recorded iEEG voltages referenced to the group average. For human patients, the configuration and number of electrodes were dictated by clinical conditions; the signal was sampled at 5000 Hz, and the voltages were referenced to an electrode outside the brain [8] .
Seizures are known to occur in groups, therefore little benefit can be gained by forecasting the follow-on seizures [17] . For this reason, competition organizers included only lead seizures into the dataset. These were defined as seizures occurring at least 4 hours after the previous seizure. Preictal data was extracted from a 66 minute period preceding the lead seizure as shown on Fig. 1 . Each one hour sequence was divided into 10 minute clips spaced 10 seconds apart and allowing a 5 minute horizon before the marked seizure onset. Similarly, interictal clips were grouped in sequences of six. Interictal periods were randomly chosen from the whole record such that at least one week is present before or after any seizure. Additionally, for each 10 minute training clip, its relative position within the 1 hour period was known.
Competitions on Kaggle.com usually follow the convention of splitting the dataset into three parts: train, public and private. Participants receive no class labels for the public and private sets, so these sets are used for model evaluation, which is done as follows. The Kaggle platform computes two scores based on a set of model predictions: a public and a private score. Public scores are immediately revealed during the competition for every submitted model. Private scores, on the other hand, are available only after the competition ends, so they determine the final ranking. Public scores serve as a source of validation since they can be used to adjust model hyperparameters. Private scores assess the test performance, i.e., model's ability to generalize to out-of-sample data.
To fit the format of the competition, the full EEG record from each subject was partitioned into two parts of approximately equal size: training clips were taken from the first half, and the second half was used to create public and private sets. In the interest of providing the most useful data for training and testing while minimizing the total size of the EEG data bundle, the preictal data periods were sampled more heavily than interictal periods in comparison to the original iEEG recording. As a result, there are more preictal clips than would be present with true random sampling. Clips for the public and private sets were sampled at random, which means that clips from the same 1 hour sequence can end up in different sets.
For the post-competition analysis, organizers prepared a holdout data, which was used to evaluate the top 10 finishing models [8] . Fig. 2 illustrates the split between train, public, private and hold-out sets. Table I provides the subject-specific Table I . (18) 52 (7) 98 (7) The number of interictal clips is implied.
characteristics of the iEEG data and the details on each part of the dataset.
B. Task Specification and Evaluation Measures
The goal of the challenge was to classify 10 minute clips of EEG activity. For each clip in the test set, models were required to output a preictal probability, i.e. the probability of a given clip being preictal.
A key limitation in the competition was that the data processing and classification algorithm had to be identical for all subjects, but the hyperparameters were allowed to vary depending on the data properties, such as sampling frequency.
Before explaining the competition scoring function, we will briefly describe two measures of a binary classification performance. We define 'preictal' as being positive class and 'interictal' to be negative. In this case, sensitivity or a true positive rate (TPR) is a proportion of correctly classified preictal examples: TPR = T P T P +F N , where T P is a number of true positive prediction and F N is a number of false negatives. By analogy, specificity or a true negative rate (TNR) can be calculated as TNR = T N T N +F P . In the competition, the submissions were judged based on the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC AUC) which is a curve that plots TPR against 1 − TNR at different values of a discrimination threshold. The latter transforms classifiers continuous predictions into binary labels: if the threshold is exceeded, the clip is labelled as preictal and interictal otherwise.
In the competition, AUC was computed over all predictions of all the subjects at once, i.e., if vector p i contains predictions for the ith subject, then model's score is AU C( i p i ), where i denotes concatenation. We will further refer to this measure as aggregated AUC.
When using aggregated AUC, well-calibrated predictions, i.e., predictions that respond similarly to threshold changes, result in better scores. Misalignment of probabilities between subjects can drastically worsen the performance. To explain why this is the case, we will use an alternative interpretation of AUC, which is a probability that a randomly chosen positive (preictal) instance has a higher rank than a randomly chosen negative (interictal) one [18] . For the moment, assume that one subject has the following pairs of predictions and class labels: (0.1;0), (0.2;0), (0.3;1), (0.4;1), its AUC equals to 1, since all positive examples are ranked higher than negatives. Similarly, for the second subject with (0.6;0), (0.7;0), (0.8;1), (0.9;1). However, if we combine these prediction-labels in one group, there are 16 ways to sample pairs of positive and negative examples, and only 12 of these pairs have a higher predicted probability for the positive instance than for the negative one. This yields an aggregated AUC of 0.75. To conclude, the aggregated AUC is higher for the per-subject models which produce comparable probabilities, thus it requires a certain level of robustness against variations of the discrimination threshold.
To soften the requirements of the aggregated AUC, competition rules allowed to rescale test set predictions using the information about the distribution of predictions in the public and private sets. For instance, the simplest solution would be to rescale predictions such that minimum and maximum per-subject test set probabilities are between 0 and 1. In the above-mentioned example, this gives prediction-label pairs of (0.0;0), (0.33;0), (0.67;1) and (1.0;1) for both subjects, and the aggregated AUC becomes 1 again.
In many works, seizure prediction models are trained to classify segments of a fixed length [6] , [19] - [21] . In this case, once the preictal probability exceeds a certain threshold, the seizure forecasting system triggers an alarm, and the warning state persists for the same duration as the length of the classified segment. The seizure is considered as predicted if it occurs while the alarm is on [6] . From a machine learning perspective, this formulation makes the problem very well defined.
While having many short-term predictions, quantifying the event of a missed or a forecasted seizure is not always straightforward: to create an event, the subsequent decisions have to be aggregated. It was also noticed in previous studies [21] that there is a difference between the problem formalization seen from clinical and machine learning perspectives. While the majority of algorithms are limited to the classification of short EEG clips, a clinically relevant objective is to correctly classify segments of about 1 hour long [21] . Once we have predictions for 1 hour sequences, event-based metrics can be applied directly. There are two commonly used metrics: lead sensitivity and false positives per hour [6] , [22] . Since our dataset already contains only leading seizures and the classification is done per one hour segments, these metrics reduce to traditional sensitivity and specificity. Precision or a positive predictive value (P P V = T P T P +F P ) is another binary metric that is valuable for the patients, since it gives a probability of having a seizure, when the system raises the alarm. Unfortunately, studies rarely report PPV [22] . By analogy to PPV, a negative predictive value can be defined. However, due to a large skewness towards the interictal (negative) samples in the distribution of class labels, it is usually very high (greater than 98% for all the considered models), and thus we will not analyse NPV scores.
C. Preprocessing and Feature Extraction
Simple features from the frequency domain have been shown to be discriminative between preictal and interictal states [5] , [11] . We further expanded upon these ideas, so firstly, the 10 minute clips were resampled to 400 Hz and filtered with a band-pass filter between 0.1 and 180 Hz. Each clip was further partitioned into 10 nonoverlapping 1 minute frames which were Fourier transformed. Within each frame, we took the logarithm of the amplitude spectrum. This was averaged within the following frequency bands: delta (0.1-4 Hz), theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-12 Hz), beta (12-30 Hz), low-gamma (30-50 and 50-70 Hz), high-gamma (70-100 and 100-180 Hz). The resulting dimension of a data clip was thus equal to N × 8 × 10 (number of iEEG channels × frequency bands × time frames). The training data was standardized by using means and standard deviations calculated over a set of 1 minute frames. These values obtained from the training set were used to standardize test data clips prior to their classification.
D. SVM and LDA Classifiers
Many studies reformulate the problem of seizure prediction as a classification of short moving windows from tens of seconds to minutes [4] , [6] , [11] , [21] . This reduces the dimensionality of the feature vectors and increases the number of training examples, thus making many classification algorithms feasible to train. However, if the ultimate goal is to discriminate between longer EEG segments, this approach requires post-processing of the classifier outputs at test time.
In the Seizure Prediction Challenge, this strategy was used in all the best scoring models [8] . For this study, we implemented it by training linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and SVM models on 1 minute clips of N × 8 frequency features. For SVM we used a radial basis function (RBF) kernel with cost and scale parameters C = 10 and gamma = 0.01 selected on the public set.
To make a single prediction for each 10 minute clip, we took an arithmetic mean of 1 minute predictions, which worked sufficiently well without further post-processing.
E. Convolutional Neural Networks Approach
A convolutional neural network (CNN) consists of a stack of layers, each of which processes the output from the layer below, and passes its output to the layer above. This way, each layer builds a more abstract representation than the layer below. The bottom of such networks is usually composed of convolutional layers, which are sparsly connected, and thus, process only local information. The idea of using sparse connectivity is based on the fact that spatially or temporally nearby features are likely to have mutual information, which is important for the network to grasp in many kinds of image-and signal-processing applications. Many of the current state-of-the-art algorithms in computer vision, artificial intelligence, speech processing rely on using CNNs [23] - [25] . That is why we reckon it can be useful for EEG classification tasks, since in essence, it is a time series classification problem.
As a motivation for our CNN architecture, we used several hypotheses. Since the entire 66 minute period defined as preictal cannot perfectly match the prototypical physiological preictal signature, a preictal sequence of six clips is likely to contain clips without any traces of the epileptic activity. Similarly, we can have both noninformative and informative fragments of EEG at any given time scale within each clip. In order to find relevant regions within the signal, our model needs to extract features in short time windows. Eventually, it has to combine information from different frames to make a single prediction for each 10 minute clip.
The convolutional layers, who first process the signal, are implemented with one-dimensional convolutions through time. The purpose of these layers is to extract the same set of features on every time step. A layer in the neural network, which implements such convolution, gets as input a stack of feature maps X k with k = 1...K, and convolves each feature map with a set of learnable filters W k,l to produce a stack of 1-dimensional output feature maps Y l with l = 1...L :
Here, * symbol denotes a one-dimensional convolution, applied along the time axis. f is a nonlinear activation function and b l is a bias per output feature map l. Multiple of these convolutional layers can be stacked, and can thus form a wide array of non-linear convolutional filters which extract local features from their input.
After convolutional layers have preprocessed the signal, their local features were aggregated inside the network using a global temporal pooling layer. It eliminates temporal information by computing basic statistics over each feature map from the last convolutional layer. It is justified by the fact that exact timing of a preictal symptom within a clip is irrelevant: we are only interested in whether it is present or not.
Multiple studies supported the use of bivariate features, which capture the relationships between pairs of EEG channels [6] , [26] . However, instead of using bivariate features, we first made layer convolutional filters to see all frequency bands from all the channels at once. This enables the network to learn the relevant correlations between frequency features from different channels by itself. Fig. 3 schematically illustrates the CNN architecture, which implements the ideas above. It is very similar to the networks we used in our top ten entry for the Kaggle Seizure Prediction Challenge, except for the presence of intermediate softmax readouts, whose role we explain further. We found no significant differences in scores, when comparing individual models from our Kaggle ensemble [15] and the model in Fig. 3 , when trained on the task of 10 minute clips classification. However, our former models fail to achieve any reasonable performance when trained on 1 hour sequences. The main reason for this, is that there are six times less training samples when 10 minute clips are grouped into 1 hour clips. To cope with this problem, extra regularisation of our model is required, such that the increased risk of overfitting on the fewer but bigger input samples is mitigated. One way of doing this is by adding more prior knowledge of the problem at hand into the network architecture. We did this by including additional softmax outputs at each timestep inside the convolutional layers, as shown on Fig. 3 . During training, each of these logistic regression outputs needs to classify the frame correctly as well. Backpropagation through these new outputs forces the features from each time frame to be discriminative for the final classification of that frame. This prevents the lower layers from relaying too much information to the later stages in the model, which the model could use for recognizing specific examples in the train set and thus overfit. During the evaluation phase, these additional readouts are omitted, and the final prediction is only produced by the final softmax layer.
The network presented in Fig. 3 has two convolutional layers with 32 and 64 feature maps respectively, followed by a global pooling layer, a dense layer with a hyperbolic tangent activation and finally a dense layer with a softmax activation. We used ReLU [28] activation functions in the convolutional layers. The model is trained to minimize the cross-entropy loss between labels and predictions. To optimize this loss function, we used the Adam algorithm [29] with a mini-batch size of 32 for 5000 epochs with a learning rate of 0.03. As a form of regularisation, we used L2 regularisation applied to all network weights and dropout [30] applied to the inputs of dense layers.
III. RESULTS
A. Aggregated AUC Analysis
In Table II we provided aggregated AUC scores of the CNN, SVM and LDA models evaluated on the hold-out data and the The first column gives the results from a post-competition study [8] : an average AUC over the six top-scoring algorithms together with their minimum and maximum values. The second column contains the score of our CNN ensemble, which was a top-10 finisher in the Kaggle Seizure Prediction Challenge. The scores of our improved CNN architecture, SVM and LDA models are given in the next three columns. The last two colums provide scores of SVM and LDA models, whose per-subject predictions were calibrated.
parts of the dataset available in the Kaggle Seizure Prediction Challenge. For comparison, we included the results from the post-competition study, which evaluated the solutions of top scoring teams, including our CNN ensemble [8] . Further, we will not consider ensembles of models since they are difficult to analyse and extra complexity makes them less desirable in practical applications. Table II also shows that competition scores on the private set, which was used to determine the winners, are not achievable using original predictions from CNN, SVM and LDA models without combining classifiers or advanced postprocessing. However, when their per-subject predictions are calibrated using non-causual rescaling schemes, the scores match those from the top three winners, who also used such a rescaling. The predictions for calibrated SVM and LDA in Table II are calculated by applying logistic function to per-subject predictions p i , standardized using means μ i and standard deviations σ i calculated over all subject's predictions in the coresponding set (public, private or hold-out):
Note that using statistics of the train predictions to calibrate public, private and hold-out predictions does not improve the aggregated AUC scores. Similarly, for CNN the calibration we applied to LDA and SVM predictions, has no apparent effects.
As was shown, non-causal rescaling of SVM's and LDA's outputs yields an improvement of almost 10% in aggregated AUC compared to the original scores. We can, therefore, hypothesize that original per-subject predictions are miscalibrated. This can be verified by analyzing optimal discrimination thresholds for per-subject predictions. The simplest criterion for the threshold to be optimal is that it achieves a minimum Euclidean distance between the ROC curve and the (0, 1) point of the ROC space, which corresponds to zero false positive rate and maximal sensitivity. For LDA, in Fig. 4 we can see that on a joint private and public set it has different optimal thresholds for each subject, while the calibration evens them out. 
B. Per-Subject AUC Analysis
In the previous section, we have shown that aggregated AUC can be altered using non-causual rescaling schemes of per-subject probabilities. While this drastically changed the leaderboard scores in the Kaggle Seizure Prediction competition, strictly monotonically increasing transformations, like the one we used, have no effect on per-subject AUCs.
In this section, we will analyze per-subject AUC results and see how they change when calculated on different splits of the dataset. This will demonstrate the effect of data contamination due to the fact, that competition contenstants could use the public set for validation, while the split of the EEG record into public, private and hold-out parts was made at random (see Fig. 2 ).
Since we cannot calculate AUC in cases, when no positive samples are available (e.g., hold-out set for Dog 2 and Dog 3), we will be gradually merging samples from different sets and comparing the results. For the purpose of our analysis, we excluded Dog 5, Patient 1 and Patient 2 from consideration since they did not have a hold-out set. Further, we will consider the following cases. 1) Case 1: When EEG clips are temporally interweaved, we argue that they should be considered jointly either for validation or testing purposes. In the Kaggle Seizure Prediction Challenge this was not the case with clips from the public (validation) and private (test) sets. Fig. 5 shows a split, were we merged them into one 'test' set. Per-subject AUC on this newly defined set will give us a baseline for the next comparisons.
2) Case 2: Fig. 5 shows that clips from the hold-out set were also mixed in time with those from public and private sets from Dog 1, Dog 2 and Dog 3. When joining all temporally mixed clips as shown on Fig. 6 , we can see that AUC scores are increased compared to the previous case. This increase is the result of adding many samples, which are easier for the model to classify due to their proximity to the public clips, on which the models were validated.
3) Case 3: Finally, we want to check how the score changes once we take into account clips from the hold-out set, which do not interlace in time with other clips. Based on the available data, this can only be done for Dog 1 and Dog 4 as shown in Fig. 7 . As expected, the performance has dropped compared to the AUC results from Fig. 5 . This is a result of adding true out-of-sample clips, which are further in time from the training and validation data.
C. Event-Based Classification
So far, we have provided the results only in terms of AUC scores, which have a limited interpretability. In this section, we will measure the performance of seizure prediction models using clinically relevant event-based binary classification metrics. We will focus on the task of 1 hour sequences classification, which makes it easy to evaluate models in terms of correct predictions, false alarms and missed seizures once the discrimination threshold is chosen.
Our proposed CNN architecture can be trained directly on groups of six 10 minute clips, while SVM and LDA models trained on 1 minute chunks require extra processing of the outputs. Since taking a mean of SVMs or LDAs outputs worked well for 10 minute clips classification, we applied the same technique here: averaging over sixty 1 minute predictions to get a single probability for each 1 hour block of EEG-signals.
To tune the discrimination threshold, we used stratified crossvalidation with four folds, as the number of folds is bounded by the number of positive examples in the train set, which is only four for Dog 1. Cross-validation was done without shuffling the chronological order of the clips. As previously, the optimality criteria for the threshold was a minimum Euclidean distance between the ROC curve and the (0, 1) point of the ROC space.
For our experiment, we selected Dog 1 and Dog 4, since these subjects have a real hold-out set, which does not overlap with Kaggle's public or private sets as shown in Fig. 6 for Dog 1 and in Fig. 5 for Dog 4. In Fig. 8 we plotted precision (PPV), sensitivity (TPR) and specificity (TNR) as functions of the discrimination threshold. This graph is analogous to ROC and precision-recall curves and can display the complete performance of our models [22] .
From these plots, several observations can be made. For both subjects, Dog 1 and Dog 4, CNN's performance curves are mostly flat, which means that CNN's outputs are close to binary values. Therefore, a threshold of 0.5 would suffice for every subject.
Also, these two cases show a performance decay on the holdout set. It is logical that clips, which are further in time from the training set, would be misclassified more often due to the nonstationarity of the data. As a result, models need to be regularly retrained. Alternatively, adaptive methods [31] , [32] or robust approaches [33] - [35] should be developed to cope with the covariate shift [36] .
For Dog 1, Fig. 8(a) shows that LDA's and SVM's performance curves are very dissimilar despite their equality in terms of AUC scores on the test set. LDA's threshold found via crossvalidation results in a very low specificity on the test set. Unlike LDA, SVM has an acceptable TNR and TPR for a given threshold, however both methods have almost trivial PPV. Our CNN approach only suffers from a low sensitivity of 25%, which translates into predicting 1 seizure out of 4 seizures from the . First variant of repartitioning the dataset, which puts public and private clips into one set. For blocks of clips, belonging to one set, we provided the period in months (m) over which the clips were taken. A table on the right provides per-subject AUC scores of the CNN, SVM and LDA models on this newly defined test set. Fig. 6 . Second variant of repartitioning the dataset, which puts public, private and temporally interlaced hold-out clips into one set. A table on the right provides per-subject AUC scores of CNN, SVM and LDA models on this newly defined test set. Fig. 7 . Third variant of repartitioning the dataset, which puts public and private clips and hold-out clips into one set. A table on the right provides per-subject AUC scores of CNN, SVM and LDA models on this newly defined test set. test set. Therefore, even though these models reach the stateof-the-art performance, all three methods are probably not yet truly useful for patients in a clinical setting. However, it is worth mentioning that Dog 1 was one of the difficult subjects in this dataset since it had only three preictal sequences in the training set.
For Dog 4, Fig. 8(b) shows that all models have similar performance with SVM being slightly worse for TNR and PPV, which is caused by a bad choice of the threshold. LDA's threshold, on the other hand, is close to optimal for the test set. Despite a maximal sensitivity and a specificity of almost 90%, PPV is low: only a third of all the alarms predict a seizure.
IV. DISCUSSION
We argue that the main reason behind a relatively slow progress in the field of epileptic seizure prediction is the absence of well-established multi-objective benchmarks and publicly available datasets with well-defined train and test sets. Likely, this is the reason why many works cease to compare their approaches against the existing methods [4] , [5] , [11] . In this paper, we tried to fill this evaluation gap by benchmarking two common classifiers, namely LDA and SVM, against our novel CNN approach on a dataset available in the Kaggle Seizure Prediction Challenge [8] .
A fair comparison of the models was complicated by a couple of choices made in the competition design. First of all, we were not able to compare our results to the results of other contestants, because many of them used various schemes to non-causually rescale per-subject test predictions. The second issue was a random split of the dataset into public and private sets. While this is a natural move for independent and identically distributed samples, in case of EEG, it makes the information leak from the validation set into the test set. Therefore, test estimates become overly optimistic as we demonstrated in Section III-B when comparing Figs. 5 and 6. Splitting the continuous record into non-overlapping temporal blocks, such that test data always follows the data, used for parameter tuning, would be a better design, since it simulates the conditions in which seizure forecasting systems are used in practice.
Despite high AUC, TNR, and TPR, positive predictive value of seizure prediction models remains limited. We were able to recalculate PPV for another study, which used long-term recordings from 24 human patients [20] . The mean PPV value across patients in that study was 31%. Furthermore, we would like to stress that this is an optimistic estimate, because no distinction between leading and follow-up seizures was made. We consider PPV to be as important as sensitivity and specificity. It can give a better feeling of how much anxiety a false alarm brings to the patient. For example, with 100% TPR and 90% TNR as in case of Dog 4, there is only a chance of one out of three that a seizure will follow after an alarm. With a higher proportion of interictal data and the same rates of sensitivity and specificity, PPV will become even lower. This may lead to 'alarm fatigue' when patients start to disregard the warnings [37] .
Comparing three approaches, SVM, LDA and our novel CNN method, we found that there is a high variance in their performance across test-subjects. We note that it is Dog 4 with most preictal training samples, which performs best, especially using the CNN. This observation is not surprising since CNN has more trainable parameters and therefore, it is likely for this method to benefit most when more annotated data is available. This is in line with the observations made in other fields such as computer vision [38] .
Another peculiarity of the CNN model is that it can be trained directly on large chunks (∼1 hour), which is a clinically more relevant objective. For our LDA and SVM models, trained to classify 1-minute clips, we had to apply post-processing of the probabilities, which we chose to do by averaging over 60 probabilities. While this simple approach may constrain the performance of LDA and SVM compared to CNN, choosing among other heuristics, e.g., histogram projection [21] , Kalman filters or a 'firing power' method [19] , and tuning their hyperparameters, would drastically increase the risk of overfitting to the validation set.
As can be seen in Fig. 8 , the CNN-based approach does not produce smooth probabilistic outputs. Instead, the CNN produces extreme probabilities close to binary values. As a result, specificity, sensitivity, and precision do not change significantly over different values of the decision threshold. In some cases, having binary outputs without the need for tuning a threshold, can be an advantage. On the other hand, LDA and SVM approaches do provide us with less extreme predictions which could be translated directly into decision confidence. This can be useful too, particularly in combination with high-quality binary outputs [39] . However, when the goal is to make a binary decision, LDA and SVM require a discrimination threshold, which binarizes the classifier's predictions throughout the testing phase of the device. We have shown that a carefully constructed cross-validation procedure cannot always provide a value of the threshold that would perform reasonably on the test set. Only the retrospective analysis of the performance curves revealed that a good value of the threshold for LDA and SVM would be around 0.2 for both subjects. Unfortunately, many studies that report binary classification metrics avoid explaining how the thresholds were chosen [19] , [21] , [40] , [41] .
To summarize, our analysis suggests the following guidelines which allow for a more objective evaluation of seizure prediction models.
1) The parts of the EEG record used for model testing should not be temporally mixed with the data samples used for tuning the model parameters. The dataset partition should be causal such that a training set is followed by validation and testing blocks of EEG clips. We have shown that doing this differently will contribute to overly optimistic results. 2) Evaluation metrics based on predictions aggregated from multiple subjects, should be used with a great caution. This is because such scores are greatly influenced by the differences between distributions of per-subject predictions. 3) Having high AUC scores, as it was in the Kaggle Seizure Prediction Challenge, can lead to the belief that current algorithms are performing well at predicting seizures. To avoid creating this illusion, one should analyse the models in terms of multiple patient-oriented objectives. In this work, having done the event-based analysis of the precision, sensitivity, and specificity, we posit that cutting-edge models for seizure prediction have a limited value for patients with epilepsy.
V. CONCLUSION
On the example of the Kaggle Seizure Prediction Challenge we studied how important it is to correctly design datasets and choose evaluation techniques when dealing with EEG-based epileptic seizure prediction.
Our analysis suggests that improvements in the field of epileptic seizure prediction are likely to happen once the following is achieved. (1) The community establishes datasets of long-term EEG recordings with predefined train, validation and test sets. Here, it is crucial to split the EEG records into non-overlapping temporal blocks for training, validation and testing. (2) It turns into a common practice to benchmark the proposed algorithms against the existing ones, so it becomes clear what the stateof-the-art results are. (3) Evaluation of the seizure predictors is done not only in terms of standard objectives, but also using clinically relevant metrics.
As a technical contribution of this paper, we have proposed a novel CNN architecture This novel approach was compared to LDA and SVM methods. While it was not able to strongly outperform traditional methods, it is important for two reasons. (1) It offers a valuable alternative because of its ability to produce almost binary predictions for relatively long EEG segments. (2) We have demonstrated that proper regularisation enables training of complex neural networks on limited amounts of brain data.
